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I . INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper 111, which wi 11 be quoted henceforth as I, 
the one-particle crystal field experienced by r electrons of 
magnetic ions within crystals has been derived under the general 
assumption of arbitrary (possibly noncentral, as, e.g., in the co 
covalent crystals) effective interatomic forces. 

In the present paper, assuming central one-particle effective 
interatomic forces (a hypothesis which is known to hold, e.g., 
for metallic systems), we first push a step further the argu
ment of I and derive, in Section 2, more explicit expression 
for the coefficients of the crystal field occurring both in 
cubic and hexagonal compounds. The simplicity of Stevens' stan
dard expression for the crystal field coefficients, <\nn <rm> 12•4; 
is shown to be preserved with, however, the terms of the pro
duct specifically renormalized by the non-Coulombian interac
tion. Then, inverting the argument, we show, in Section), that 
the experimental knowledge of the crystal field coefficients 
enables us to get valuable insight into the spatial behaviour 
of the one-particle forces that govern the interaction between 
the magnetic electrons and the crystal lattice within monocrys
r.a111ne samples. 

The general procedure of Section 3 is applied, in Section 4, 
to the magnetic Sm 3+ ion in SmCo5 • Amongst the data previously 
proposed in the literature for the crystal field coefficients 
. s /6·71 f d . . 1 161 1n mCo 6 , those o e W1Jn et a . can be markedly 
better fitted within our one-particle model than the others. 
Therefrom, we infer that the effective one-particle interatomic 
forces in SmCo 6 are of the Born type, in agreement with the 
general quantum picture of the effective interatomic forces in 
solids (see ref. 181 for a comprehensive survey). This result 
is at variance with the assessement 161 that a simple Coulombian 
model '"-'ould be able to account for the crystal field effects in 
SmCo 6 • 

2. CRYSTAL FIELD COEFFICIENTS FOR CENTRAL INTERATOMIC FORCES 

As usual, we choose the origin of the system of coordinates 
at the nucleus of the magnetic ion to which the considered r 
electron belongs, denote by ? = (x, y, z) = (kr, fr , mr), the 
position vector of this electron and by R j = (X j , Y j , Z j) = 
= (KjRJ , LjRj, Mj R j), the position vector of the point charge 
standing for the j-th neighbourin ion, ·=I, 2, ... 
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In I.S. units, the effective one-particle potential at r 
due to the j-th ion is given by (Qj/41TE 9 )v(R j -r),_. ... where 
Qj is the effective point charge of the 1on and v(Rj-r) des
cribes the spatial behaviour of the interaction. Allowing full 
generality for the spatial behaviour of the function ~RJ-r) 
and supposing that the potential due to all the surround1ng lat~ 
tice ions is obtained as a superposition of individual contri
butions, expressions have been derived in I for the one-par
ticle crystal field Hamiltonians in the case of cubic and he
xagonal crystals. Let us observe that every potential function 
v(K) can be separated into two parts, ... ... 

v (R) = v c (R) + v n.c. (R) , 

where v c(R)"' V 0 (1Rj) denotes the central part of the interac-
tion, while Vn.c. (R), its noncentral part. When discussing 
crystal 1ield effects, in the literature it has been assumed 
that v(R) reduces to its central part/ vc(R), (see, e.g., 
ref . 181 ref / 91 (chapter I) and ref. 110 ) • Such a hypothesis reaso
nably holds for all but the covalent crystals. It is therefore 
worthwhile to see whether the results reported in I could be 
further simplified for central forces. It happens that the ex
pressions of the crystal field coefficients can be worked out 
further to become simpler and more manageable from the point 
of view of the numerical evaluation. For simplicity, the index 
c specifying the central part of v(R) wi 11 be henceforth 

Let us consider first the case of cubic crystals, for which 
the effective one-particle crystal field Hamiltonian of a mag
netic f electron reads 

H
0
r(f>=A 4(r)p4(k, Y, m)+A 6(r)p

6
(k, f. rn), (I) 

with the coefficients A4( r) and A 6(r) given respectively by the 
equations (20a) and (20b) of I. For central interatomic forces, 
these expressions simplify to 

e oo < r m+2q> 
Am(r) = 41Tt0 ;0 (m+2q)! cm+2q,m T Qjpm(Kj, Lj,MJ)Fq,m(RJ), 

(2) 

rn=4, 6. 

In (I) and (2), the meaning of the functions p 4 and~ is that 
given by Hutchings 181,namely, 

p 4 (a ' {3' Y) = a 4 + {3 4 + Y 4 - 3/6 , (3a) 

p 6(a, {3 'y) "'a8 + (36 + y 6 + (15/4) (a4f32 + f34y2 + y4a 2 + 

+ a 213 4 + {3 2 y 4 + y 2 a 4) _ 16/14 . (3b) 
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In equation (2), 

F 0,4 = viV- 6Rj1 vIII + 15R1-2 vII- 16Rj3 vI, (4a) 

F. ~ vVI - 15Rj1 v V + 105Rj2 viV + 420Rj3vlll+945Rj4v II -945Rj\ I, 
0,6 j (4b) 

while for q=l,2, ... , the quantities Fq,mare found by recurrence 
from: 

II -1 I ( ) R -2 F F q,m"' F q-1,m + 2R j F q-l,m - rn m + 1. j q-l,m . (4c) 

For the sake of simplicity, in eqs. (4a)-(4c), the argumen~ RJ 
of the functions F and of the potential v has been om1t-

q,m - R 1 ted. Here and in what follows, upper oman numera s .or 
upper Arabic numerals enclosed in parantheses are alternat1ve 
notations for the derivatives with respect to RJ. 

Let us consider next the case of hexagonal structures, for 
which the effective one-particle crystal field Hamiltonian 
reads 

Her (r)=A 20 (r)p 20 (k, t, m)+ A40 (r)p 40 (k,f, rn) + 

+ A 60 (r)p60 (k, t, rn) + A66 (r)p 68 (k, f, rn), 
(5) 

with the coefficients A2o(r), A4o(r}, A 8o(r), A 68 (r) given by 
the equations (30a)-(30b) of I. For central interatomic forces, 
these coefficients simplify to 

e "" <r m+2q > n 
A (r) "'- I c 2 I_ Q jpmn (KJ , LJ , MJ)Fq,m(RJ), mn 4 (rn+2q) '· m+ q,m "lo <r=O J (6) 

where the pairs (rn,n) are those entering equation (5). 
In (5) and (6), the functions Pmn denote unnorrnalized tesseral 

harmonics, given respectively by (see ref. 181 ) 

(7a) 

(7b) 

p 60 (a, {3, y) .. 231y 6- 315y 4 + 105y 2 -5 , (7c) 

p 88 (a' {3, y) = a 6 - 15a 4(3 2 + 16a2 {3 4 - {3 8 . (7d) 

In equation (6), the meaning of the functions F q,4 (RJ~ ~nd 
Fq, 8 (Rj) is that given in equations (4). Further, om1tt1ng 
the argument R J, we have: 
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F vii R-1 I 0,2 = - j v (8) 

while for q =I, 2, ... the functions F q,2 are found from equation 
( 4c) provided m =2. 

In the expressions (2) and (6) of the crystal field coeffici-
ents, e denotes the electron charge, <rm+ 2q > denotes the 
radial matrix element of r m+ 2q, while c m +2q m and c 0 

2 . 1 ff'. . • m+q,m are numertca coe 1c1ents whtch have been aetailed in I. 
Equations (2) and (6) show that, for central forces, each io

nic contribution to a given crystal field coefficient factorizes 
into two parts: a symmetry determined part, p m (K . , L . , M . ) in 
(2), P mn (K j. L j ,M j) in (6) (which is precise!/ of the Jsame 
functional form as the corresponding electronic term that enters 
the crystal field Hamiltonian), and an interaction determined 
part, F q, m (R j ), which depends on the strength of the intera
tomic forces and on the order m of the given harmonics but . . ' 
lS ln(de)penden~ of srnn) etry (the sa~e F q,4 occurs both in A 4 (r). 
eq. 2 , and 1n A4o.r, eq. (6), whtle the same F occurs in 
the coefficients A6 (r), A 60 (r) , and A

66 
(r}). q,
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If the potential v(R) is written in the form 

v(R) = w(R)/R, (9) 

then compact expressions are found for the functions F , m=2, 
4 , 6 ; q =0, I , 2 , .•• , name 1 y , q ,m 

F = R-:- 1 w (q+4)- lOR-2 w (q+S)+ 45R - 3w ( q+2) 
q,4 J j j 

-105R-:4 w(q+l)+ 105R-:-6 w (q) 
J J • 

= R-Jl w (q+&)- 21R-:2 w (q+&\ 210R -:-3 w (q+4)- 1260R -:-4w (q+3) + 
J J J 

+ 4725Rj5 w (q+2) -10395Rj6 w(q+1) + 

+ 10395 R -:-7 w (q) 
J 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(JOe) 

which are natural generalization of the results previously obtai
ned for screened Coulomb potentials 1 11,12/ . 

In the standard Coulomb case, the quantities F.q (R·) vanish 
· d · 11 f ,m J 1 enttca y or q=1,2, ... , and the crystal foeld coefficients 
are obtained in the form of the well-known product A <r ~ 
which constituted the widely used Stevens' notation (~~fs _12,4,10~ 
etc.). It is interesting to note that our results, eqs. (2) and 
(6) resectively, can be brought to a form which is similar to 

that of Stevens with, however, the two terms of the product 
renormalized by the non-Coulombian interaction. 

Let us denote: 

G =-e
q,m 47Tf 

Cm+2q,m I Q (K ) 
(m+2q)l j J Pm j • L J • MJ F q,m(R J) 

0 

m =4, 6 ; q =0, I , 2, • • • • 
Then equation (2) can be written in the form: -A (r)=G 0 <rm>, m=4,6. 

m ,m 

where the quantities ,.._ 
<rm>=<rm>+ "" m+2a I <r > Gq,m/Go,m, 

q=-1 

(II) 

(12) 

(13) 

can be regarded as renormalized radial matrix elements for cubic 
structures. 

Similarly, if we denote 
n 

= _e_ c m+2q,m 
Gq,mn (m+2q} I Qj pmn (K i, L J, Mj )F q,m (R i ) 

47Tf 0 j 

the equation (6) can be written in the form --A (r) =Go <r m> mn ,mn n 
where --< r m> 

n 
"" 

= < r m> + I 
q= 1 

(m,n) = (2,0), (4,0), (6,0), (6,6) , 

< r m+2<!;, G /G q,mn O,mn 

( 14) 

(IS) 

(16) 

are renormalized radial matrix elements in the case of hexagonal 
structures. 

3. EFFECTIVE INTERACTOMIC FORCES FROM CRYSTAL FIELD DATA 

The usual interpretation of the experimental data concerning 
the crystal field splittings of the one-electron levels of the 
incompletely filled r shells simply attributes to the crystal fi
eld coefficients the role of some conventional fit parameters/13,4,9( 
To give a theoretical interpretation to these coefficients, most 
of the research reports published in the last years (see, e.g., 
Refs. 18"181 of I, as well as the recent authoritative reviews 
by de Wijn et al. 161 and by Kirchrnayer et al. 1141 ) still compa
re the experimental data with the predictions of th~ electrosta
tic charge model although strong arguments have been previously 
furnished by Newman and co-workers on the inadequacy of thismodel 
(see Newman 1 1°1 and references quoted therein). 
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The results derived in the previous section show that the 
crystal field Hamiltonian explicitly contains, through the func
tions F q,m (Rj) entering the crystal field coefficients, the 
effective one-particle potential that governs the interatomic 
interactions. This suggests the use of the experimental crystal 
field data to get information on the effective interatomic forces 
within crystals. 

Solutions have to be given first to the following preliminary 
points: (i) ensure knowledge of the radial matrix elements 
<r 2

P>, p=l,2, ... , for the magnetic ion of interest; (ii) ensure 
knowledge of the effective point charges QJ for the given crys
tal lattice; (iii) solve the technical difficulties associated 
to the evaluation of the lattice sumf ((II) and/or (14). 

(i) Reliable theoretical values for the radial matrix elements 
<r 2 > , <r 4 > and <r 8>, which cover practically all the di- and 
trivalent rare-earth ions of interest have been recently reported 
by Freeman and Desclaux 1151• If in the equations (13) and (16), 
a cut-off of the q sums, at 

qmax .. 3 - m/2 , ( 17) 

is introduced, then the already tabulated values of reference115, 

suffice to calculate the renormalized radial matrix elements. 
For many crystals containing rare-earth ions, the experimental 
values of the crystal field coefficients significantly decrease 
in the seauence of thP inrrP~~ine nr~~r nf ~h~ ~l~~t~~~i~ ~~~c

nics. Taking into account the exponential convergence of the 
q sums in the equations (13) and (16), we conclude that there 

are crystalline compounds for which the use of the cut-off (17) 
should not introduce errors larger than a few percent in the 
theoretical estimates. 

( ii) As discussed in the pa;'ers by Chetal and Sa rode /18,17/, 
it is the Pauling method 118•19 , which yields an adequate measu
re for the effective point charges that are to replace the spa
tially extended ions of the crystal.Accurate Pauling charges ha
ve been reported for several RCo 5 (R= rare-earth metal) compo
unds1171. 

(iii) In equations (II) and (14), the lattice sums are ob
tained by point-by-point summation over all the lattice sites. 
We can write generically, 

( 18) 

(19) 

Convergence of 1~ 0 } in ( 18) towards physically correct results, 
irrespective of the spatial decay of the summands ~J in (19), 
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is automatically ensured if and only if the volumes in the 
sequence IC 0 l are similarily related to the elementary cell 
of the Bravais lattice associated to the given crystal structure. 

Further, in (19), the contributions coming from crystalogra
phically equivalent neighbours can be grouped together to 
yield: 

Sn= I. vB ~B' (20) 
si;;V n 

where the "reduced" volume V
0 

contains only crystallographical
ly unequivalent neighbours of the given magnetic ion, and vB 
denotes the number of equivalent neighbours of the ion located 
at RB ~;;; C0 • The reduced volume V n is similarly related to the 
representation domain of the elementary cell, defined (Crack
nell / 201 , chap. I ) as the smallest region from which the entire 
cell is generated once by the generators of the symmetry point 
group of the given crystal structure. 

The next point of our discussion of principle concerns the 
manner of describing the one-particle potential ~R). An ap
proach that is both very simple and efficient, consists (Tor
rens/8/ chap. 4 ) in choosing some functional dependence which 
interpolates between known behaviour of v(R) in the limit of 
very small R and of very large R. 

Existing elastic and heat data suggest that, at distances 
smaller than the lattice constant, the screened Coulomb poten-
.-.: .... 1 "l-. ........ 1A -- ......... .!-1- ~ __ ._!,_,t: __ ._ ____ -~ • r ,, .-.- • 
_..._ ...... .._ .................... ~...._ t".L...,v~~-.... u .:3a."-..&..ta.LQ.'-'-u.a..y iJ'.&.\..LU.Lt:: J.UL Lll~ t!.Ll.~t.:Ll.Vt::! 

potential, while at larger distances it is the Born potential 
which is more adequate to this purpose. A mathematical function 
which meets these requirements is the following parametric rep
resentation of v(R): 

v(R) = 
B 

0 :5 B, C < + .. , 
-Ck ----e (21) 

e BR -1 

Indeed, if B =C =0, then (Q/417f 0 ) ~R) .. Q/(417£ 0 R), the 
pure Coulomb case, while if B=O, C >0, then (Q/417£ 0 ) v(R) 
= Qe-CR/(417fO R), the screened Coulomb case. Moreover, if 
R .. 0, (Q/417f 0 ) v(R) .. Qe-CR/(417t R), the screened Coulomb 
potential, while if R-. + .... (QAI7t

0
) v(R) .. B Q e-<B+C)R /(417t0 ), 

the Born potential. 
Equation (21) represents a Brinkman-2 type potential (Tor-

rens 18, p.88/, Brinkman /21/ ), modified so as to show correct 
physical behaviour at every available value of the parameters in 
the pair (B, C) • 

T Let Amn (B,C) be, at given B and C values, a set of crys-
tal field coefficients calculated from Eqs. (12) or (IS), accor-
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ding to the procedure discussed above, and let A~n be a set 
of experimental data for these coefficients. We construct the 
deviation in the least squares sense, 

x 2 (B, C)= I [A~n (B, 0)- A ~n ] 2 , 
m,n 

(22) 

and define the "physical parameters" of the potential (21), Bo 
and Co respectively, to be that point of the (B, C) plane at 
which 

x 2 (B , C ) = min I x 2 (B, C) I 0 < B, C < + oo I . 
0 0 B,C -

(23) 

This problem is strongly non-linear, therefore it is useless to 
try to locate the point (B

0
,c 0 ) from the condition of vanishing 

the first variation of x2 (B, C). The solution is obtained only 
numerically via successive evaluations of x 2 (B,C). A study of 
the behaviour of the function x2 (B, C) in the (B, C) plane shows 
that, in general, two isolated valleys of minima exist which 
are separated by a high ridge. This property gives us the possi
bility of define economical paths towards the local minima at 
every valley, consisting in the location of a particular point 
of that valley and then of the minimum along it. A comparison 
of the two minima provides the physical parameters B 0 , C 0 • 

4. CRYSTAL FIELD COEFFICIENTS AND THE EFFECTIVE 
INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL IN SmCo~ 

The crystal field investigations of the last decade have been 
characterized by extensive studies of the various rare earth 
(R) -transition metal (T) intermetallic compounds. Among the 
RT 5 compounds, SmCo 5 received particular attention, ~otivated bot 
both by its interesting physical properties and the tmportant 
permanent magnet applications. 

X - ray studies established that the monocrystalline SmCo 5 
structure is of the CaCu

6 
type with the lattice constants 1221: 

a =0. 4997 nm, c =0. 3978 nm, (24) 

The sm3+ ions occupy sites of point symmetry 6/nmrrn, while the 
Co ions are distributed between two unequivalent crystallogra
phic sites, trigonal and icosahedral. 

The effective Pauling charges which are to replace the bare 
charges of the Sm and Co ions in a point charge calculation 
have been determined by Sarode and Chetal 1171 from X-ray data 
to be, respectively, 

and Qco =-0.41lel, (25) 

where I e I is the absolute value of the electron charge. The value 
Qc 0 in (25) represents an average over the trigonal and icosa-
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hedral Co sites in the SmCo 6lattice. Although the non-equivalent 
ce of these positions should result in some difference between 
the Co effective charges at the two sites, it was not possible 
to establish a measure for this difference from X -ray data 1 17f 

The radial integrals for the Sm S+ ion are 1 161: 

<r 2> = 0.9743a~ , <r"> = 2.280a~ , <r 6 > = 10.55a~, (26) 

where a 0 =5. 29177x I 0-11 m, is the Bohr radius. 
In order to solve the least squares problem (23), we need re

ference values for the one-particle crystal field coefficients 
at the Sm 3+ sites in Smco

5
• We have at our disposal three sets 

of such data: 
Sankar et al. 151 have obtained: 

A:0 lk8 
= -25 Of{, 

A:61k8 =+6°K, 

(27a) 

where k~ denotes the Boltzmann constant. 
De Wtjn, van Diepen and Buschowl61 have used: 

A :ol k 8 .. 0 °K , 

Finally, Bouncherle et 
A:olk B ,._20() Of{ • 

A:01k 8 .. +50 Of{, 

A:6 /k 8 =- o °K 

al. 
1 11 inferred from 

A ~0 I k 8 = 0 °K • 

A :e I k8 .. o Of{ , 

with an uncertainty of +50 °K in the data. 

(27b) 

their measurements 

(27c) 

Starting with every -of the sets (27a)-(27c) as the experi
mental one for the crystal field coefficients, the least squares 
problem (23) has been solved. The obtained results are collected 
in Tables I-III. 

Table I shows that, equation (27a) on one side, and equati
ons (27b) and (27c) on the other side, lead to completely dif
ferent predictions for the spatial behaviour of the effective 
interatomic potential (21). Thus, the set (27a) is consistent 
with the screened Coulomb potential 

-c R 
v(R) = e 0 IR, C0 = 5.780ia, (28a) 

while both the sets (27b) and (27c) lead 
the effective potential should be of the 

-BaR v(R) -B 0 e , B0 =11.725la, 

to the prediction that 
Born type, 

(28b) 

where a is the lattice constant given in equation (24). 
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In fact the crystal field coefficients (27a) have been eva
luated in /~; as theoretical coefficients under the following · 
hypotheses:(a) the potential is purely Coulombian; (b) nearest 
neighbours contribution only is retained; (c) QSm = + 3 I e I, , 
Qc

0 
=0. The hypothesis Q <;:o =0 has been adopted because 123/ 

Table 

Parameters of the Brinkman-2 potential (21) and minimal x2 

values for the three sets of experimental data, equations 
(27a)-(27c) 

Experimental set 

(27a) 
(27b) 
(27c) 

Boa* 

0.000 
II. 725 
·n. 724 

5.780 
0.000 
0.000 

355.230 
7.455 

2449.87 

* The products B o& and C0 a are dimensionless; a deno-
tes the lattice constant, Eq. (24). 

Table 2 

Theoretical crystal field coefficients at Sm 8 + site in 
SmCo 6 as given by equation (IS), with the parameters of 
~hi. ~&:":ii-.. kuia .. -, 2 putc~.-.. ~:i.al (2!) g:i.-vcu i .. -,. ia.t.l~ ! . 

Experimental A io /kB (oK) A!0/k 8 (°K) 
T 

Aeo /k B~K) A:8/t 8 ("K) 
set 

(27a) -420.32 -7.47 o. 71 -0.91 
(27b) -199.91 -2.55 0.58 -0.78 
(27c) -200.00 -2.55 0.58 -0.78 

the model would had otherwise contradict the experimental evi
dence for an easy magnetization axis of the ferromagnetic phase 
along the crystallographic c-axis; (d) Burns corrections 1241 

are introduced to account for the shielding of the 4f electrons 
from the crystalline environment. 

Further, several alternative values have been tested and 
it was then concluded that the set (27a) provides the best data 
for the crystal field coefficients. 

Our results, equation (28a), does not support the simplifying 
assumptions (a)-(c), while the assumption (d) is unnecessary to 
a general crystal field calculation. Table 2 shows that, in the 
set (27a), the cofficients A40 and Aee are exceedingly large 
in magnitude, the latter carrying also a wrong sign. 

10 

As for the sets (27b) and (27c), the latter leads to an enor
mous minimal X~ We conclude therefore that the reference value 
of the coefficient A60 in (27c) should be in error in a propor
tion of about IOO%. While using the set (27b), de Wijn, van 
Diepen, and Buschow 16 •251 asserted that from their experimental 
data it cannot be confirmed or excluded the existence of small 
nonzero higher order coefficients. The results summarized in 
Table 2 show that these coefficients are different from zero 
with, however, very small values. (Thus, A 40 , which is the lar
gest among them, is about two orders of magnitude smaller 
than A 20 ). 

The last point of our discussion concerns the results given 
in Table 3. These show that the non-Coulombian character of 
the effective interatomic interactions leads to a renormalization 
of the radial matrix elements, equation (I6), which seriously 
alters the bare radial matrix elements (26). 

A comparison of the relative magnitudes of the two correction 
terms which enter the expression of <r 2 > shows that the 
first correction brings the overhelming part to the renormali
zation. This result provides an a posteriori proof for the use 
of the cut-off (17) in (16). 

Table 3 -Renormalization factors, <r m >/ <r m >, for the radial 
matrix elements, Eq. (I6), in the case of the Brinkman-2 
potent1a1 (Ll) w1th the parameters determined as in Table 

Experimental set 
~ 
<r2>/<r2> .(rl";;<r4> 

(27a) 1.065 1.080 
(27b) I. I78 I. 278 
(27c) I. 178 I. 277 

In conclusion, a method was given for the derivation of the 
effective interatomic forces in crystals starting with crystal 
field data. In turn, the obtained results allow us to decide 
upon the consistency of existing crystal field data. 
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AAaM c. ' AAaM r. • Kop'IOBeH A. E I 7-82-422 
3«WJeKTHBHble MeJKaTOMHble CHJibl H3 O,IJ;Ha'laCTH'IHbiX napaMeTpOB 
KpHCTaJIJIH'IeCKOrO ITOJIH 

Ha OCHOBe ITOJiy'leHHbiX TeopeTH'IeCKHX npe,IJ;CTaBJieHHH ,ll;JIH K03cP
cPH~HeHTOB KpHCTaJIJIH'IeCKOrO ITOJIH pa3BHT ITO,ll;XO,ll; K OITpe,o;eJieHHID 
ITpOCTpaHCTBeHHOH 3aBHCHMOCTH g«WJeKTHBHbiX MeJKaTOMHbiX CHJI 
B KpHCTaJIJiaX. Tipe,!J;JiaraeMbJH MeTO,ll; HCITOJib30BaH B CJiy"l{ae HOHa 
Sm 3+ a SmCo6 • , ,UaHHbrn no,o;xo,o; rro3aonneT onpe,o;eJIHTh, KaK BHA 
3cPcPeKTHBHOrO MeJKaTOMHOrO ITOTeH~HaJia,TaK H CaMOCornacoBaHHOCTb 
3KCITepHMeHTaJihHblX ,o;aHHblX. 

Pa5oTa BbiiTOJIHeHa B J1a5opaTopHH TeopeTH'IeCKOH cPH3HKH OIDII1. 

AdamS., Adam Gh., Corciovei A. El7-82-422 
Effective Interatomic Forces from One-Particle Crystal 
Field Parameters 

Theoretical results are obtained for the crystal field 
coefficients which enable us to develop an approach to the 
use of the crystal field data for the derivation of informa
tion on the effective interatomic forces in crystals. The 
method is applied to the magnet i~ Sm 3+ ion in SmCo 6 , and 
it is shown to provide valuable results both for the effective 
interatomic potential and for the consistency of various 
sets of crystal field parameters previously proposed in the 
literature. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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